Dystopia- Future Network - Cyber Violence
In my story setting, after 20 years, people will live in a future network called “Soar”. Soar Company mainly produce a
Sense Helmet, which can help customers to see and feel both virtual world and reality. It do bring a lot of convenience for
the publice, but also bring a lot of social problems, especially cyber violence.

“Ready Player One”
I got the inspiration from the movie “ Ready Player
One”. In this moview, the reality is very bad, and
evey one live in a virtual world by wearing the VR
glassess. In the movie, all of people play a populer
game and want to gain the ultimate prize.
In my story setting, people can also pretend
different roles, hide behind the screen and
become anyone you want to be. All of People live
in a relatively virtual environment.

“Black Mirror: NoseDive”
In this film, everyone in a rating system which is
graded on their performance. In this system,
scores become the basis for measuring a person.
However, the scoring system actually has many
bugs and is not humantive enough. It tends to
make people false. People can't express themselves in order to get high marks.
In my story, I also want to get the idea of pretending and judgement, which can bring serious
result.

“Black Mirror: White Christmas ”
In this movie, people wear electronic eyes and can
control what they want to see.The hero is blocked by
his girlfriend, so in the hero's eyes the girlfriend is a
mass of marseille card, this function is not removed
until the girlfriend dies.
This is a very interesting invention to think about. On
the one hand it really blocks a lot of real harm, but on
the other hand it hurts people who are blocked.The
shielded person seems to be locked away in an
isolated space, abandoned by the people they care
about, and subjected to painful cold violence.

“Black Mirror - Fiftheen Million”
In this story, people live in high-tech lives, and everyone has to trade cheap labor for relative freedom.If
they don't work hard, they will be surrounded by
e-waste.Entertainment is also controlled. People can
only watch two programs. In order to gain relative
freedom, people have to go against their will and
original intention in this world.
This gave me some inspiration. In my world, some
people also felt some cyber violence brought by the
virtual world. Some people resisted but lost themselves in the process of resisting.

Augmented Reality Technology
AR technology has become very popular in the last
decade.AR is an interactive experience of a real world environment where the objects that reside in
the real world - are "augmented by computer - generated perceptual information,Sometimes across
multiple sensory modalities, including visual, auditory, haptic, and somatosensory. Many large companies
have developed related products, such as Google
Glass, or related games, such as Pokemon Go.
What else can people do with AR technology in the
future?Are these things benefit or not?These are all
questions worth thinking about.

